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The Elsevier context

• We publish 2700 journals, 600 of which are society-owned

• We publish 600,000 new papers per year

• ScienceDirect contains 16 million articles/chapters, dating back to 1826

• 8,000 Editors in Chief work closely with:

• 250 Publishers
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Responsibilities of the publishing house

It is fundamental to the value Elsevier offers the community that we…

 Safeguard the quality, integrity & reliability of the content we publish

 Promote highest ethical & professional standards

 Educate authors, particularly about the many ‘grey areas’

 Provide editors with best processes, tools, advice & support 

 Stand with editors if their decisions are challenged

Credit: L.D. May
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Elsevier Trust in Research survey 2019 (n=3133)

https://www.elsevier.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/908435/Trust_evidence_report_summary_Final.pdf



How deep is the iceberg?

Falsification

Fabrication

Plagiarism

Peer-review manipulation

Questionable

Research 

Practice

(Ir)responsible 

Conduct of 

Research

Lack of reproducibility

https://octavianreport.com/rostrum/why-icebergs-

are-still-dangerous/
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Educating authors on the ethical landscape

 Online education program

 Teaching the “ground rules”: along with the 
credit of authorship comes accountability

 Educating on the many grey areas

 Supporting authors to identify credible journals 

 Factsheets, FAQ

 500+ workshops annually

http://www.researcheracademy.elsevier.com/ethics
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Prevention: Clear, ‘gold standard’ ethical requirements

 Ethical policies are prominent in all ‘Guide for Authors’

 Mandatory ethics statement for all submissions in editorial systems]

 Declaration of interest: increasingly mandatory

 Patient consent & ethics approval for medical content



• Mandatory statement for Elsevier journals, 
even if nothing to declare

• Ensuring editors, reviewers & readers can put 
the research in context of any potential biases

• Many grey areas for authors

• Elsevier has developed a Declarations Tool to 
guide authors step-by-step through the 
process of preparing detailed statements

• Aligned with ICMJE best practice

Transparency on competing interests

https://declarations.elsevier.com/home


• Simple, open standard of 14 defined author contributions types, suitable for all subject areas

• Conceptualization; Data curation; Formal analysis; Funding acquisition; Investigation; 

Methodology; Project administration; Resources; Software; Supervision; Validation; 

Visualization; Writing – original draft; Writing – review & editing 

• Developed collaboratively by researchers, funders, publishers together with standards 

organisations NISO & CASRAI

Contributor Roles Taxonomy: CRediT

Example

Refs: IWCSA Report (2012). Harvard University and the Wellcome Trust; 

Allen et al. (2014) Nature 508; Brand et al (2015) Learned Publishing, 28.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0379073819300301?via%3Dihub


Giving CRediT where it’s due

• CRediT is fairer, richer & more transparent than traditional author lists

• More visibility & recognition for contributions in methodology, statistical analysis

• Helps to reduce author disputes; supports adherence to authorship policies

• Enables funders to identify those responsible for specific developments



Prevention of peer-review manipulation

• Authors/agencies manipulate the peer review system to review their own papers

• Studies indicate author-suggested reviewers tend to be positively bias

• Reviewer Recommender validates reviewer emails against Scopus & checks for 

COIs; editors always use at least one independent reviewer
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Detection of duplication/plagiarism: Similarity Check

 Consists of database of published content and similarity-detecting 
software from Turnitin 

 Unique database: 100 million articles from 200,000+ journals and books 
from thousands of publishers 

 Expert interpretation still essential: Similarity Check shows similarity but 
not context or intent

 Shortcomings: risk of false positives (e.g. preprints) & false negatives (e.g. 
disguised plagiarism)
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Detection of (simultaneous) duplicate submissions

 Similarity Check cannot detect simultaneous submissions:
 Same paper, same authors: duplicate publications distort the literature & author 

profiles

 Same paper, different authors: typical of paper mill products i.e. papers for sale

 New tool being piloted to detect duplicates between Elsevier journals



• Potential AI solutions (with humans 

still in command) are emerging

• Duplicated/manipulated images may mean the research didn’t take place 

as reported or didn’t take place at all (e.g. papermills).

• Up to 4% of papers with Western blots are estimated to contain duplicate 

images*. Manual detection is challenging and time-consuming, with many 

irregularities undetectable to the human eye. 

Image manipulation / duplication

Source(s): *https://mbio.asm.org/content/7/3/e00809-16



Detection of citation manipulation by reviewers

• A small nr of reviewers/editors influence authors to add unnecessary citations 

during peer review in order to increase citations to their own work

• Reviewer Guidelines & reviewer instructions explicitly prohibit citation 

manipulation 

• Elsevier is developing analytical tools to detect citation manipulation before 

publication
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Publishing Ethics Resource Kit (PERK)

www.elsevier.com/publishingethicskit

 Step-by-step advice on how to 
handle ethics cases 

 Policies, real-life case studies, 
flow-charts & decision-trees

 Form letters for various scenarios, 
approved by Legal

 Detailed Q&A for more nuanced 
scenarios

 Support available from our ethics, 
communications & legal experts

Supporting resources for ethics allegations
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 Started in 1997 as “self-help” group of medical editors (Lancet, BMJ)

 All Elsevier journals are members of COPE

 Website with searchable database of 300+ sample cases 

 “Ask COPE anything” sessions where editors can seek advice on tricky 
cases

 Guidelines, e.g. revised retraction guidelines, guidelines for sharing 
information between journal editors

 Members only e-learning modules: 
http://publicationethics.org/resources/elearning

http://publicationethics.org/resources/elearning


• Corrigendum: for honest mistakes, author in agreement

• Expression of Concern: when evidence is inconclusive or pending investigation

• Withdrawal – articles in press; final articles where error was by Elsevier

• Retraction – 300 per year, serious ethical infringements or serious honest error

• Removal – very rare (<10 per year): risk to public health; patient privacy violation; 

very serious legal issue

• Replacement – extremely rare (1-2 per year). As removal but paper still makes sense 

without the removed information, e.g. blacked out photo.
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Main mechanisms for correcting the record

http://www.elsevier.com/editors/policies/article-withdrawal 



Our goal: fair, clear, accurate, timely, accessible retractions

Article remains 

online 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0749597898928023


Retractions: common editor dilemmas

• Most editors are retracting a paper for the first time

• Finding the right balance between being fair to authors and fair to readers

• Achieving a fair process, an informative notice and a timely retraction can be 

challenging

• If an institute is investigating, should the Editor wait for outcome? Make their own 

decision to retract? Or publish an Expression of concern?

• Have the authors been given the opportunity to respond to the allegations?

• Should the role of each author be clarified or does it matter?

• Should authors have the chance to comment on the retraction notice?

• Have claims by authors/complainants been independently verified?

• What if someone is being scapegoated?

• What else are we not being told? Eg author requests retraction for very vague 

reasons

• Is a notice libellous? Must be factual or honest editor opinion based on fact

• The potential human fall out from every case
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Reproducibility: challenges & solutions

• No common definition across all fields

• Lack of incentives to conduct replications

• Researchers ambivalent about sharing data

• Methods lacking in transparency/rigour

• Difficult to validate reproducibility during peer review

• Lack of rigour in statistics

Munafo et al 2017Nature Human Behaviour 21 

C. Neylon 2016 Science, 349(6251)

R. Giner-Sorolla, Jnl of Exper Soc Psych

http://cameronneylon.net/blog/the-signal-and-the-noise-the-problem-of-reproducibility
http://cameronneylon.net/blog/the-signal-and-the-noise-the-problem-of-reproducibility
http://cameronneylon.net/blog/the-signal-and-the-noise-the-problem-of-reproducibility
http://cameronneylon.net/blog/the-signal-and-the-noise-the-problem-of-reproducibility
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022103116000068
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022103116000068
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022103116000068
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022103116000068
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022103116000068
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022103116000068
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022103116000068
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022103116000068


Data 

journals

Software

articles

Method

articles

Protocols

Video 

articles
Hardware

articles

Lab

resources

Replication Studies

Negative Results
• Offer researchers channels to 

publish all their research output, 

receive credit, and make 

research objects discoverable 

Innovative journal &  article types 

that are:

• Easy to prepare and submit

• Peer-reviewed and indexed 

• Receive a DOI and fully citable

Potential solutions to the incentive problem
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The power of making it easy to do the right thing

% articles with (links to) data increased 
with 50% after full integration into 

submission process



• Launched by Cell Press in 2016 to increase rigor and reproducibility

• Methods in journal articles often lack sufficient detail

• Future researchers cannot replicate the work- or even the future authors themselves!

-

STAR Methods



• Innovative approaches: e.g. publishing reviewer reports; Registered Reports; 

detection of citation & image manipulation

Solutions to the Validation challenge
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Celebrating Inclusion & Diversity

• Work with research leaders, funders and institutions to drive gender and racial & ethnic equity 
across the STEM academic career path

• Collaborate to promote greater gender and racial & ethnic diversity and inclusion in editorial 
boards, peer review and scientific conferences

• Encourage enhanced sex and gender-based analysis and reporting in research studies
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• Changing name can undermine the author’s publication history or even put them at 
risk of discrimination or violence

• Elsevier supports invisible author name changes to published articles for authors 
with a need for privacy 

• Policy based on COPE Working Group principles

• Accessible, Invisible, Comprehensive, Simple

• Validation process is simple & accessible: fully respects privacy

• Update to Scopus, Web of Science, Pubmed, Portico etc.: comprehensive

Inclusive author name changes
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https://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(16)32392-3

…

https://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(16)32392-3
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https://www.elsevier.com/connect/reviewers-update/the-importance-of-diversity-in-peer-review

Raising awareness
Webinar on sex and gender reporting guidelines for reviewers

Peer reviewers can help identify sex/gender blindness in research and flag 
concerns if the sample(s) from which authors draw their conclusions could 
be impacted by differences or similarities in terms of sex or gender. 

https://t.co/3x4jc8Ya3o
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Actions that can be taken by editors

• Ask women editors to nominate women to boards 

• Consider rising stars rather than established scientists (men too)

• Review selection criteria and conventional selection metrics 

• Use positive messaging to engage with women scientists

• Share success stories – for use in board meetings on ppt slide

Actions that can be taken by publishers 

• Promote visibility of women editors already serving on boards

• Appoint more women editors to leadership roles

• Arrange webinars/round table discussions on diversity and gender 

• Limit the serving period to 3 or 4 years

• Consider various metrics and measures for appointments

Promoting gender diversity in editorial boards



Thank you


